
Indoor Wall Graphics

Indoor Wall Graphic Solutions

DuraVinyl adhesive vinyl products deliver superior imaging quality and offer a solution for every painted wall surface - 
whether it is for a one day event or a permanent wall graphic designed to be long term.

DuraVinyl is availble with these removable adhesives -Dot adhesive/Mircosphere Adhesive/Ultra-removable Adhesive 
and Removable Adhesive. Several of these are available with air-egress technology and blockout adhesives.

DuraVinyl with permanent adhesive includes Medium Tack Adesive/ Hi Tack Adesive and Super Hi Tack DuraVinyl 435 
Barricade Vinyl and also are availble with air-egress technology and blockout adhesives. 

To select the DuraVinyl product that is right for your project, contact your Quality sales person who can guide you to the 
proper product. 
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Temporary Wall Graphics 

Duravinyl 157      

Duravinyl 456  

Duravinyl 352 

Duravinyl 353

Short Term Removable Vinyl 
With “do not harm” dot adhesive- removes cleanly 
Dot Adhesive can be hand applied without bubbles.

3.1mil vinyl with blockout air-egress adhesive. 
Conforms to wall surface for better adhesion. 
Quality Value Laminate recommended.

Totally Removable Vinyl 
6mil opaque with vinyl with micro dot adhesive 
No laminate required 

Hi-tack Removable Vinyl 
6m opaque white vinyl-can be printed to the edge 
Shears off cleanly when removing 

Removable white cast vinyl for flat and curved surfaces 
2m cast vinyl with grey air egress adhesive 
Can be used for long term applications - 7+ years of durability

Hi Tack Perment Vinyl, Conforms to Wall surfaces 
3.1 mil thin white vinyl with blockout solvent acrylic adhesive 
Quality Value laminate recommended 

Super Hi Tack Permanent “Barricade Vinyl” 
3.5m white vinyl with 2m adhesive coating 
Adheres to any smooth painted surface, even hospital paints 

Hi Tack Permanent Cast Vinyl, 2 mil white cast vinyl with gray blockout air egress 
adhesive 
Adheres to any paint surface - flat or curved, 7+ year longevity 
Quality Cast laminate recommended. 

Duravinyl 702

Duravinyl 454

Duravinyl 435

Duravinyl 
704AE

Permanent Wall Graphics 

Recommendations for installing 
Duravinyl to indoor smooth wall 
surfaces: Semi-Gloss paint is 
recommended. A matte paint may 
prevent the adhesive from properly 
tacking up. A primer paint also 
typically works well with adhesive 
winyl. Paint can take up to one 
month to outgas, which prevents 
the adhesive from adhering 
properly. 

Installation Instructions


